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MENTOR ORIENTATION &  

TRAINING TOOL KIT 
 

 
 

Adequate training and preparation is an important risk management tool to 

ensure that safe, appropriate mentoring relationships develop. The following issues will 

be covered in the initial training session (approximately 4 hours – The national minimum 

is 2). However, it is important to touch on further issues that may arise as the mentoring 

relationship continues; such as, conflict resolution, understanding adolescent 

development, career mentoring strategies, setting healthy boundaries with the youth 

and their legal guardians, etc. 

 

Extended training is strongly encouraged as the mentoring relationship 

progresses. The T.R.A.C.life national office asks that mentors plan on 2 to 4 hours 

additional training after their first year. Notify your T.R.A.C.life director about issues that 

interest you. 
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EFFECTIVE MENTORING 
 

Mentoring is a time-proven process that can help young people of all 

circumstances achieve their full potential. Mentors are caring individuals who, along 

with parent or guardians, provide young people with support, counsel, friendship, 

reinforcement and a constructive, positive example. 

However, mentoring is not a one-size-fits-all proposition. Every young person 

who would benefit from a mentoring relationship has individual needs. Effective 

mentoring programs offer enough flexibility to help meet each youth’s personal needs 

yet allow mentoring relationships to flourish within a safe structure. 

A successful mentoring relationship is defined by the mentor and mentee who 

are in the relationship. They must share a safe, close and trusting relationship. Such 

relationships don’t just happen. They need ongoing support and monitoring, particularly 

during the early stages, to ensure that the relationships do not terminate prematurely. 

In an article entitled “What Makes Mentoring Work?” written for the Research 

Corner at www.Mentoring.org, Dr. Jean Rhodes describes four program practices that are 

essential for strong and effective mentoring relationships are as follows: 

• Conducting intensive screening of potential mentors. 

• Making matches based on interests of both mentor and mentee. 

• Providing more than 4-6 hours of mentor training throughout year. 

• Offering post-match training and support. 
 

There are other ways mentors can sustain effective mentoring relationships. 
 

• By maintaining a steady presence in the mentee’s life. Show up, or when not 

possible, tell the mentee in advance, to avoid disappointment and further 

instability. 

• Focusing on the mentee’s needs, not the mentor’s own wants and needs. 

Mentors should look to improve the youth’s perspective while respecting the 

mentee’s circumstances, opinions and beliefs. This includes not trying to 

transform the mentee or impose the mentor’s own values on the mentee. 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.mentoring.org/
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• Paying attention to the mentee’s need for FUN. 
 

• Getting to know the mentee’s family without getting over involved. Mentors 

are not substitutes for parents/guardians and should not compete with their 

wishes and rules. However, legal guardians may call to let you know struggles your 

mentee is facing. 
 

• Seeking help and support of the T.R.A.C.life staff – other mentors, local director 

and your prayer/accountability partner. 
 

• Making at least a YEAR LONG – BI-MONTHLY (twice a month) commitment 

to your youth. Relationship and a sense of bonding occur over time. The duration 

and consistency is very important and can be lifelong if proper boundaries and 

trust occur. At a minimum, mentors and mentees should meet regularly four hours 

per month for at least a year. Make sure your youth knows it is a one year 

commitment.  

 

WHY MENTORING WORKS? 

 

In Reclaiming At-Risk Youth (1991), Dr. Larry Brendtro suggests at-risk youth are not in 

danger because of their negative behaviors, but because of daily interactions with other 

people. Four primary hazards include:  
 

1. Destructive Relationships  

 Mentors show mentees that others (especially adults) are trustworthy and 

interested in their lives.  

 

2. Climate of Futility  

 Mentors show mentees sincere efforts will be rewarded, even if not immediately.  

 

3. Learned irresponsibility 

 Mentors show mentees that each person can make choices for his/her life. 

  

4. Loss of purpose  

 Mentors demonstrate goals can be accomplished through hard work and 

perseverance.  
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Mentoring for the Right Reasons 
 

Wrong motives for becoming a mentor: 
  To impart wisdom so the youth won’t make the same mistakes you made. 

  Pity.  

 Friendship.  

 Thinking you are fun or a cool person.  

 You just like kids.  

 You didn’t have a dad, etc.  
 

Mentors don’t need:  
 TO BE COOL.  

 TO MAKE PROMISES THEY CAN’T KEEP.  

 TO USE CHRISTIAN JARGON. 

 TO KNOW EVERYTHING. 
 

What does mentoring take? 
 

A HEART FOR GOD. Luke 10:27: “He answered, Love the Lord your God with all your 

heart and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your mind; and, Love 

your neighbor as yourself.”  
 

A HEART FOR YOUTH IN TROUBLE. Mark 2:17: “On hearing this, Jesus said to them, It 

is not the healthy who need a doctor, but the sick. I have not come to call the righteous, 

but sinners.”  
 

BEING REAL:  

 GENUINENESS. Psalms 32:2: “Blessed is the man whose sin the LORD does not 

count against him and in whose spirit is no deceit.”  

 VULNERABILITY. James 5:16: “Therefore confess your sins to each other and pray 

for each other so that you may be healed. The prayer of a righteous man is powerful 

and effective.” (Note: Share about your life in appropriate ways. Don’t burden a youth 

with your problems and don’t share things that would embarrass you or the youth. 

Many things should be kept private. Share only things that will help the youth.) 
 

BE PRESENT:  

 CONSISTENCY. Hebrews 13:8: “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and 

forever.” Just as we can trust God to always be the same and keep all His promises, 

we must strive to be consistent in our words and actions.  

 LISTENING. James 1:19,20: “My dear brothers, take note of this: Everyone should 

be quick to listen, slow to speak and slow to become angry, for man’s anger does 

not bring about the righteous life that God desires.”  
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 FAITHFULNESS. Matthew 23:23: “Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, 

you hypocrites! You give a tenth of your spices – mint, dill and cumin. But you have 

neglected the more important matters of the law – justice, mercy and faithfulness. 

You should have practiced the latter, without neglecting the former.” 

 

Mentoring is . . .    
 

• Not about control.  

• Not playing God.  

• Not playing the parent or senior advisor.  

• Not thinking you are always wiser than the mentee.  

• Not being judgmental.  

• Not about self-gratification; feeling better about yourself.  

• Letting mentees make personal decisions.  

• Not boasting in mentee’s victories or being crushed by mentee’s failures.  

• Active listening.   

• Practicing empathy as one sinful person to another.  

• Not envying the success of other mentees.  

• Being there for your mentee because of love for Jesus.  

 

Mentoring is . . . First Corinthians 13 LOVE. 
 

 

SIGNS OF SUCCESS AS A MENTOR 
 

Success as a volunteer is not based on how well the mentee does. Rather success is marked 

by your faithfulness and love. Remember to ask yourself these questions on the hard days. 
 

• Do I make my commitment?  

• Do I invest my time and engage my heart with my mentee?  

• Do I listen intently?  

• Do I encourage my mentee and remain non-judgmental?  

• Do I always show respect for his or her family?  

• Do I pray daily for the youth and family?  

• Do I reflect Jesus in my relationship?  

• Am I trusting God for the increase of the seeds I plant? 
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WHAT YOUTH WANT FROM ADULTS 

 
In October of 1993, the National Mentoring Institute invited a group of metropolitan Boston 

street youths to share what they most needed and respected in an adult.  

 

What do you most respect in an adult?  

• Endurance/perseverance, despite obstacles.  

• Giving.  

• Being down-to-earth.  

• Consistency and commitment over time.  

• Setting limits and trying to do the right thing.  

• Listening.  

• Expressing understanding.  

• Looking at all sides of an issue.  

 

What do you least respect in an adult?  

• Ignorance – childish behavior.  

• Close-mindedness/inflexibility.  

• Disrespect for others’ opinions or feelings.  

• Passing judgment, especially on teenagers.  

• False empathy – saying “I know how you feel” when that isn’t true.  

• Comparing the youth to others.  

• Pressuring the youth too much.  

• Giving pat answers rather than helping the youth think through problems 

independently.  

 

How can adults earn your respect?  

• Be truthful and straightforward; don’t sugarcoat the truth.  

• Be honest and willing to share your own experiences.  

• Be loyal, trustworthy, and available to people.  

• Show beliefs through actions, not just words.  

• Do what you say you are going to do; follow through.  

• Be persistent and consistent.  

• Help people feel positive, even in a difficult situation.  

• Be a good listener.  

• Share experiences, not just ideas or principles. Work on dialogue and sharing; don’t 

lecture.  
 

From Mentoring High-Risk Kids by James Becker Johnson Institute – QVS, Inc.  
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Becoming a T.R.A.C.life Mentor 

 

Mission statement: To improve the lives of at-risk teens by continuing a trusting and 

stable relationship that originates at Teen Reach Adventure Camp  

 

Basic requirements to become a T.R.A.C.life Mentor:  

• A participant of Teen Reach Adventure Camp. 

• A contract commitment for a year-long program.  

• Face-to-face meeting with your mentee twice a month.  

• Four-hour minimum required time spent with your mentee per month.  

• Complete a T.R.A.C.life application form. 

• Fingerprinting & background check.  

• Complete a T.R.A.C.life visit form within 24 hours after each visit. 

• A valid driver’s license.  

• Motor vehicle liability insurance minimums:  

o $100,000 claim  

o $300,000 aggregate    

o Highly recommend adding umbrella insurance coverage. Low cost for peace of 

mind.  

• 20 years of age or older.  

• Attend mandatory mentoring training sessions.  

• Attend quarterly celebrations.  

• Pray daily for your mentee.  

 

Note: Please do not make any promises to a camper about continuing in a mentoring 

relationship. If asked, stress that no promises can be made. but every effort will be made to 

make the mentoring connection. Please prayerfully consider if God is calling you to become 

a mentor. If interested, please contact T.R.A.C.life director for more information. 
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What to Expect as a T.R.A.C.life Mentor 
  

Prior to camp: 
o Be praying if God wants you to be a mentor. 

 

At camp: 
o Continue praying. 

 

“Find out More” meeting: 
o Go to the meeting and ask questions you may have.  

o Fill out application & ask for reference letter. 
 

Following month: 

o Give T.R.A.C.life director a copy of auto insurance declaration page & reference letter.  

o Complete fingerprinting within two weeks. 

o Complete interview with T.R.A.C.life director. 

o Ask friend to be your prayer partner. 
 

After background checks return: 

o Complete mentor training. Sign Code of Conduct form.  

o Introduction meeting. Fill out interest survey and contract. 

o Get mentee’s medical information and emergency contact information. 

o Attend first quarterly event/kick off. 
 

Every month: 
o Visit with mentee two times a month. 

o Fill out visit report form IMMEDIATELY after each visit. 

o Pray for your mentee. 
 

Three months after the kick-off: 
o Complete three-month survey.  

o Attend second mentor meeting & second quarterly event. 
 

Six months out: 

o Complete six-month survey.  

o Attend third mentor meeting & third quarterly event. 
 

Nine months out: 
o Attend last quarterly event. 

 

Year out: 
o Continue as mentor or sign Discontinuance Form. 
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T.R.A.C.life MISSION STATEMENT: 
To improve the lives of “at-risk” teens, by continuing a trusting and 
stable relationship that originates at Teen Reach Adventure Camp. 

 

 
 

PURPOSE – VISION – STRATEGY - VALUES 

 
❖ Purpose: To provide a structured mentoring program for Teen Reach Adventure 

Camp counselors/staff who wish to continue a safe and positive relationship with 
a T.R.A.C. camper on a regular basis. (Ages 12 - 18). 

 

❖ Vision: Continuing to serve abused, abandoned and neglected youth who 
reside in the state foster system across the Nation all year long. 

 

❖ Strategy: The Vision of T.R.A.C.life will be established and accomplished 

through a collaboration of state services division, willing people with hearts for 

troubled teens, and T.R.A.C. directors and staff. 
 

❖ TEEN REACH Core Values: 

 

INTEGRITY – Our actions will be consistent with our words and intentions. 

 

PEOPLE FIRST – The teens, legal guardians, social services, leaders, and the 

volunteers we serve are the beneficiaries of the programs of Teen Reach. 

 

SERVANT LEADERSHIP – We will manage the program by serving at every level 

of the organization. 

 

OUTSTANDING QUALITY – We will operate with professionalism and quality in 

everything we do. 

 

FINANCIAL STEWARDSHIP – We will manage donations with the highest 

integrity. 

 

BIBLICALLY-BASED – We will live by the Word, always seeking guidance for 

decisions and direction. 
 

The success of T.R.A.C.life is defined by life change; not only in the youth we serve, but in the 

dedicated individuals who volunteer. Our goal is to “provide hope” to the fatherless as noted in 

Jeremiah 29:11 and Isaiah 40:30 – 31a. 
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T.R.A.C.life - A HISTORY 
 

As a former youth pastor and therapist, Tim Howell saw the struggles Christian and non-

Christian youth faced as they moved from elementary school into high school. A normally rough 

transition, this time is even tougher for adolescents residing in foster care who have experienced 

abuse, abandonment and neglect. 

Getting involved with these teens became a personal calling for Tim and Serena as they 

began working with an organization called Royal Family Kids’ Camp. They saw the difference just 

minutes, hours and days could make in the life of a hurting child. Royal Family Kids' Camps are 

especially designed for children (ages 6 to 11) from the state foster system who are unable to 

attend other summer camps because of behavioral and medical issues. 

T.R.A.C. closely resembles Royal Family Kids' Camp based out of Santa Ana, California. 

The T.R.A.C. model offers a camp designed specifically for the needs of R.F.K. graduates and at-

risk teens, ages 12 to 15, who primarily reside in the foster system.  

T.R.A.C.life is a mentorship program that began because volunteers at T.R.A.C. wanted 

to make a greater commitment to a camper who attended T.R.A.C. The program pairs mentees 

with a safe and stable adult volunteer from camp in a year-long, bi-monthly commitment.   

Statistics show that over 40% of these at-risk teens will be incarcerated by age 18. Teen 

Reach desires to give them HOPE, to let these teens know they have a BRIGHT FUTURE and that 

their lives can be DIFFERENT. It only takes one positive word to encourage a struggling teen to 

make BETTER CHOICES. Multiply that over a year-long mentoring relationship, and these teens 

are more likely to maintain a steady occupation and healthy relationships. We want T.R.A.C.life 

mentees to know they hold the keys of POSSIBILITY to help them REACH their FULLEST 

POTENTIAL. 

 
For the teens, 

Tim and Serena 
Tim and Serena Howell 
Co-Founders 
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CORE PRINCIPLES OF T.R.A.C.life   
 

1. MENTOR/MENTEE RELATIONSHIP HAS YOUTH’S BEST INTEREST IN MIND:  T.R.A.C.life has not 

been created for any other intended purpose but to connect the teen with a mentor of the same 

sex in order to help the mentee reach his/her highest potential, emotionally, physically, socially, 

academically and spiritually. The T.R.A.C.life program is designed to provide hope to youth who have 

been abused, abandoned and neglected. 
 

2. PURPOSEFUL VISITS:  Each visit between youth and mentor should meet at least one of the five 

T.R.A.C.life goal requirements. Each activity is decided upon between the youth and mentor with 

the youth’s interests in mind. (Emotional/character, Educational/academic, Social, Athletic/physical 

or spiritual.) 
 

3. SAFETY IS CRITICAL: T.R.A.C.life staff is required to go through the most secure screening process 

available in order to work with T.R.A.C.life youth. Mentors must be at least 20 years of age. 
 

4. STRICTLY FOLLOWS T.R.A.C.life POLICY AND PROCEDURE: By following the model set forth in 

the T.R.A.C.life manual, directors and mentors are following a proven method that benefits the youth 

we serve in the safest and most effective way possible. Detouring from the T.R.A.C.life manual could 

negatively affect your local program and the national program as a whole. 
 

5. QUALITY TIME: One of the most significant ways you show T.R.A.C.life youth you care is by 

spending time with them. During activities, look for opportunities to teach them positive character 

attributes like patience, understanding, self-control, and good sportsmanship. If the mentee is 

feeling negative or sad, don’t be quick to solve his/her problems. Listen first. Ask the mentee to 

suggest the best solution. Figure it out together. 
 

6. PROVIDES A POSITIVE, AFFIRMING, NON-JUDGMENTAL VISIT: Most of the teens in the 

T.R.A.C.life program have had few encouraging and positive experiences. At T.R.A.C.life, every 

mentor is trained to encourage the youth they are mentoring. It is not wise to judge the teen’s 

beliefs or emotional state. Meet your teen where he/she is at in all areas of life. You may be the 

only person who does. 
 
 

T.R.A.C.life 
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 

 
 

T.R.A.C.life MENTEES 

T.R.A.C.life MENTORS 

T.R.A.C.life DIRECTOR 

SPONSORING CHURCH PASTOR 

T.R.A.C.life NATIONAL DIRECTOR 

TEEN REACH EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
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T.R.A.C.life Policy and Safety Guidelines 

It is important to ensure the safety and 24-hour protection of the youth who are placed in 

our care. This is one of the MOST IMPORTANT areas of training that we cannot stress 

enough. Please remember that lack of following these policies and safety guidelines could 

affect you as an individual, the national program and the youth we serve. To avoid any 

question of inappropriate involvement with youth, the following rules MUST be 

followed at ALL TIMES. 

1. All T.R.A.C.life directors, mentors, and/or other volunteers who have contact with youth must 

be at least 20 years old, successfully complete a personal interview, annual application, annual 

fingerprinted background check, and annual training before contacting or visiting T.R.A.C.life youth 

in any capacity.  

2. All T.R.A.C.life local programs will provide a list of acceptable activities that meet the program 

goals as well as examples of activities that are not permitted. Mentors may only choose activities 

that are consistent with the approved activity list unless they receive approval from the T.R.A.C.life 

director. Any activity that could be considered physically risky (water skiing, rock climbing, etc.) will 

require additional approval in writing from social services and the legal guardian. Overnight 

activities are not permitted without the prior written approval of social services and the legal 

guardian. The local T.R.A.C.life program will offer quarterly organized events that all mentors and 

youth are strongly encouraged to attend. These count toward the mentor’s regular monthly 

commitment.    

3. At T.R.A.C., the TWO DEEP (two adults present at all times) rule is strictly enforced. However, in the 

T.R.A.C.life program, one youth may ride in a vehicle with one adult only for transportation 

purposes. All activities are to be in public areas with other people present. Protecting the youth 

from possible abuse and protecting mentors from any unfounded allegations of abuse are both 

extremely important aspects of T.R.A.C.life. Family members and friends of the mentor are not to 

have contact with the youth and are not to be included in activities with the mentee. Occasional 

run-ins are understandable. The mentee should be introduced during those times and not be 

ignored. Friends of the youth are not to be included in any activities. The relationship developed 

between youth and mentor is for the benefit of the youth. For activities that present a TWO DEEP 

risk (like fishing at a private fishing location), the preferred way of providing safety is for two mentors 

to team together with their youth for the activity.    

4. While there is no camera use at camp, there are times when picture taking is allowed in a 

mentoring relationship. However, it is critical that the mentor ensure the 

privacy/confidentiality rights of the youth. Pictures may only be taken at the youth’s 

request, and all photos are for the sole use of the youth. Digital photography is NOT 

permitted without approval. No picture should ever be posted online. Encourage 

youth to put his/her phone away during the visit. The youth should not take pictures 

during quarterly events since there will be other mentees present; however, the 

T.R.A.C.life director is encouraged to take pictures at the quarterly events. Use of 

these photos should follow the standards of Teen Reach.    
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5. TOUCH:  The importance of touch, in a positive sense, cannot be stressed enough. 

However, many of these adolescents have experienced touch in a negative way. We want 

to show them that there are appropriate and safe ways to touch and be touched. 

Watch for body language that says "I'm not comfortable” or they are too comfortable 

with your hug, etc. 

Front-on hugs, Piggyback rides and Lap sitting are discouraged. Side hugs, high fives 

or fist bumps are suggested instead. 

Redirect wandering hands. Youth who have been sexually molested may try to touch 

inappropriately. REDIRECT and DISCUSS gently without embarrassing the youth. 

6. Be on time for arranged visits. Many foster teens have been let down by the adults who say 

they are going to visit, but never show up. Start the visit on a positive note by showing up 

a few minutes early or right on time. Bring the youth home on time so not to worry the legal 

guardians. Make sure someone safe is home before dropping off the youth. 

 

7. Lead by EXAMPLE:  Remember your mentee watches your every move and listens to your 

every word. Avoid inappropriate words, discussions, gestures and attitudes during visits. 

 

8. Keep all personal items such as cell phones, bank statements, social security numbers, etc. 

in a safe place during visits. Do not leave personal items on car floor boards or in 

consoles/glove boxes that are easy to access. NOTE: Mentee should not know where mentor 

lives.         

9. Be consistent. There is often very little consistency in a mentee’s life. This integrity character 

trait will make the youth feel safe.         

  

10. Do not leave a youth alone for long periods of time. Youth are not to be left in restrooms 

or other places for long. Either go in or check in on them periodically. 

 

 

Identification Issues: Mentors should have their T.R.A.C.life ID cards available in case 

needed. At minimum, this ID card should include the T.R.A.C.life logo, the name of the 

mentor and an expiration date in case the mentor does not return the following year. 
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Reporting Abuse:  All cases of suspected abuse must be reported. For example, extreme 

animal bites, cigarette burns, etc. Reporting procedure:  The mentor must bring the 

matter to the attention of the T.R.A.C.life director in verbal and written form. Proper 

authorities are to be notified, including the case worker of the youth. If teen is in 

immediate danger, the T.R.A.C.life director must report the abuse to a law 

enforcement official. 

Medical Issues: Legal guardians are responsible for ensuring youth get their medication. 

However, if a mentee needs meds during a visit, special written permission may be given 

to the mentor by the legal guardian for that time ONLY. (Bring the dosage, not the bottle.) 

In case of a medical emergency, the mentor must take the youth directly to the emergency 

room. The mentor should carry medical information for the mentee on each visit. 

Spiritual Issues:  It is important to note that the relationship between a T.R.A.C.life mentor 

and state-mandated youth is a very sensitive one. Therefore, we ask for these policies to 

be strictly adhered to during your time together: 
 

• No proselytizing. 

• No altar calls. 

• No laying on of hands. 

• No casting out of demons. 

• No water baptisms. 

• No speaking in tongues/prophesying. 

• No communion. 

• No anointing with oil. 
 

Respect the youth’s religious affinity. T.R.A.C.life mentors are in an incredible position to 

PLANT SEEDS OF HOPE in these very impressionable youth. We want to be 

available when youth have questions about faith issues, but not impose any of our 

own beliefs on them during the visits. (Prayer before meals is okay; just ask first.) 

Confidentiality Issues:  Code of Ethics: Volunteers working with those who have been 

abused have unique confidentiality responsibilities because they deal with minors 

whose rights are protected by law.  

Therefore, T.R.A.C.life staff must not broadcast information about a T.R.A.C.life 

youth to the general public with no vested interest or right to know. 

 

…must not reveal last names, other identifying information, pictures or video 

that would identify the youth in any way. 

    …must disclose information if the youth is put in jeopardy to the T.R.A.C.life 

director who then reports the information to the case worker and legal guardian/foster 

parent. 

      …must always focus on and represent the best interest of the youth in their care. 
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TEEN REACH’s Social Media Position Statement  
Social Media and Networking for the local T.R.A.C. and T.R.A.C.life programs 

 

As a non-profit organization serving abused youth, who are usually wards of the state, in a 

society where the use of electronic communications and social media are so prevalent, it 

has become necessary to make a position statement regarding the contact T.R.A.C. and 

T.R.A.C.life volunteers have with youth who are involved in these programs at the local level. 

 

At Teen Reach Adventure Camp (T.R.A.C.): 

The Teen Reach Adventure Camp model involves intensive interaction over three days. Prior 

to, during or after camp, T.R.A.C. volunteer staff should put no identifying information or 

pictures regarding the camp or campers on any type of social media. This includes, but is 

not limited to Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest, tweeting, texting, emailing, etc. 

Volunteers should have no contact with the campers outside of their local camp unless it 

has been approved through social services or a T.R.A.C.life program.  

 

At T.R.A.C.life mentoring programs: 

The T.R.A.C.life mentoring program is a year-long commitment made between a thoroughly 

vetted mentor and mentee. See the standards on phone calls, texting and electronic video 

communication which must have the written permission of the foster parent, legal guardian 

and case worker. A copy of the approval must be maintained in the mentee’s file. If the 

mentor/mentee relationship is terminated, the contact agreement is also terminated, and 

no further contact may be approved through the T.R.A.C.life program.  
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T.R.A.C.life Standards  

for Phone Calls & Electronic Video Communication 
 

After a mentor/mentee relationship has been established for six months, the requirement for two 

in-person visits per month can be met through one in-person visit and a second “virtual” visit 

through a phone call or other form of electronic communication. Safety is of utmost concern, so the 

following standards are expected of all participants in T.R.A.C.life. 

 

1. All phone calls, texts and electronic video communication: 

• Caregiver must give approval prior to the arranged phone call, text, or electronic video 

communication. If the mentee initiates an unanticipated contact, the mentor will report this 

to the caregiver within 24 hours. 

• Communication is between mentee and mentor. 

• No communication before 8 a.m. or after 8 p.m. unless there is an emergency. The caregiver 

and T.R.A.C.life director should be immediately notified in any emergency situation. 

• Appropriate language is expected between mentee and mentor. 

• Should focus on one of the five goals of T.R.A.C.life mentoring: emotional/character growth, 

educational/academic growth, social growth, athletic/physical growth or spiritual growth. 

• Visit report forms must be filled out documenting the phone call, text, or electronic video 

communication. For accountability, document who was present at home. 

 

2. Phone calls: 

• Length of time for phone conversations should be limited to 30 minutes at most.  

• If the mentee needs support for an issue, a follow-up phone conversation is acceptable if it 

is also documented. No more than two conversations in one day per week. 

 

3. Texting:  

• Limited to 30 minutes one day per week, not a conversation strung out over the length 

several days.  

 

4. Video communication: 

• Length should be no more than an hour. 

• Appropriate dress is expected. No pajamas, swimwear, or other clothing not typically worn 

in public. 

• Occur in open public place for both mentor and mentee with others present for 

accountability. No closed doors. No bedrooms.  

• Mentors need to be mindful of what is visible on their screens. For example: no firearms/gun 

cases or extravagant displays of wealth. 

• The mentor should turn his/her screen toward the wall to give more privacy to the mentee.  

• The mentee can also turn his/her screen toward the wall as long as someone is present for 

accountability. 

• Electronic/video communication should include an activity to be done together. For 

example: virtual board games or working virtually together on an art or cooking project.  

• Recording of any electronic/video communications is not allowed. 
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FIVE FINGER CONTRACT 
 

Remind mentors the five finger contract is still in effect at T.R.A.C.life.  

 

The five finger contract starts with the smallest finger. This finger is the smallest finger 

and the easiest one to break. When someone holds up this finger, there is a SAFETY 

issue. 

 

The second finger of our contract is the ring finger. When someone wears a ring on this 

finger, this signifies COMMITMENT. We all need to be committed to each other.  

 

The third finger is our middle finger and should never be held up alone. The middle 

finger represents RESPECT. We need to respect each other.  

 

The fourth, or pointer finger, stands for RESPONSIBILITY. We are responsible for the 

good of those around us, but especially for ourselves. Even when we can’t change others, 

we are able to make sure WE are acting responsibly. 

 

The thumb stands for FUN. “Thumbs up.” We’ll use this finger a lot. 
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TEEN REACH PROTECTION PROGRAM 

The TEEN REACH Protection Program enhances the Safety Policies 

and Procedures we already have in place. The program goes into 

more DETAIL in certain areas and offers reminder items such as 

posters and bracelets for both volunteers and campers/mentees. 

Every volunteer at T.R.A.C.life is an essential part of the protection 

plan. Each person is a mandatory reporter and must be willing to 

speak up if he/she sees something inappropriate or 

questionable.  

Many offenders have gotten away with abuse for years because 

good people saw something, but didn’t feel as if they had the 

authority or the obligation to say something.  

 

360° SUPERVISION or the THREE “W’s” 

ALL T.R.A.C.life Volunteers keep a 360° view of their surroundings whenever they are with 

youth. 

360° Supervision (or the 3 W’s) means that you are asking yourself these three questions 

regarding people you see when you’re serving your mentee. 

1. WHO are they?            

 Observe and identify individuals around you when you’re with your mentee.   

2. WHERE are they?         

 Are certain individuals where they’re supposed to be? 

     Who are they supposed to be with at that given time?     

 Where are they located when you observe them?       

3. WHAT are they doing?          

 Are their actions appropriate and within the boundaries of T.R.A.C.life rules and     

     policies?           
   

To help volunteers remember the new TEEN REACH Protection Program and talk to 

campers/mentees about the program, an ORANGE GLOW IN THE DARK wristband is 

available at no charge to all TEEN REACH programs. 
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THE THREE T’s: SAFE TALK – TOUCH - TERRITORY 

The TEEN REACH Protection Program and reminder items include the 3 T’s and the 3 R’s to 

remind volunteers to talk to youth about HOW to keep themselves SAFE while they’re at 

camp, on a mentoring visit OR just hanging out with their friends/family.  

It’s important for each T.R.A.C.life volunteer to promote safe Talk, Touch and Territory with 

fellow volunteers and with the youth we serve. 

Safe Talk:  What is acceptable talk? 

                Appropriate 

a. praise for achievement or behavior 

b. verbal/written encouragement 

c. teachable moments  

d. answering questions 

e. promoting or discovering life skills 

                  Not Appropriate 

a. compliments or questions relating to 

physique or body development 

b. sexual jokes, any sexual innuendoes 

c. verbal harassment, taunting or abuses 

d. sexual coaching or conversation 

Safe Touch:  What is acceptable touch? 

                    Appropriate 

a. handshakes and high-fives 

b. short, side hugs for congratulations  

or greeting 

c. arm around the shoulders 

d. helping with activities or games 

(showing how to hold a bat, etc.) 

              Not Appropriate 

a. back rubs or massages, rub on lotion/sunscreen 

(spray sunscreen okay) 

b. touching of private parts no exceptions!) 

c. touching a child in anger, disgust, or frustration 

d. frontal hugs, lap sitting, piggybacks 

e. sexually touching or kissing 

 

Safe Territory:  What are acceptable personal boundaries? 

                           Appropriate 

a. Always have two adults behind doors, 

down trails, secluded areas, etc. 

b. one-on-one interactions in public view 

c. group or public environments 

 

                       Not Appropriate 

a. favoritism/gifts (bday & Christmas gifts okay) 

b. sitting or lying on another person’s bed 

c. private one-on-one interactions behind 

doors/secluded areas with one adult 

d. mooning, streaking, flashing, etc. 
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THE THREE R’s: RECOGNIZE – RESIST - REPORT 

RECOGNIZE what is acceptable and unacceptable behavior. Let the youth know that if it 

makes them feel awkward or uncomfortable, the behavior is NOT acceptable. 

RESIST unacceptable behavior. Let youth know they have the right to say “NO” to anything 

that makes them feel unsafe. 

REPORT what makes us feel unsafe or if rules have been broken. Reinforce with youth our 

reporting protocol: Tell a Counselor, Staff, Camp Director, your Mentor or Staff. 

Sharing these SIMPLE SAFETY facts with the youth we serve, can save their lives from gangs 

and human trafficking. 

 

ROAR! = Remind – Obligation – Authority - Report 

• Remind volunteers and campers/mentees to use these safety guidelines and 

policies. 

 

• Volunteers have an Obligation to say something about inappropriate or 

questionable activity. 

 

• Volunteers have the Authority to ask, question and intervene. 

 

• Volunteers need to Report anything out of the norm or inappropriate. 
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T.R.A.C.life MENTOR CODE OF CONDUCT 

As a prospective mentor for T.R.A.C.life, I WILL… 

1. NOT make promises to a camper at camp that I will “FOR SURE” be his/his mentor. However, I 

will tell the youth I will contact the T.R.A.C.life director to see if becoming his/her mentor is 

possible.  

2. COMPLETE my T.R.A.C.life application (annually), fingerprinting and background check. I will 

send in a copy of my auto insurance to the local T.R.A.C.life director. 

3. Make my personal interview and all training sessions, visits with youth, and accountability 

meetings ON TIME.       

4. Read the training manual in its entirety.       

5. Prepare for the visit with my mentee so the time is unrushed. If needed, have my T.R.A.C.life ID 

Tag available to identify me as a safe person. 

6. SIGN the Mentor/Youth Contract on our first visit and work through the Youth Interest 

Survey.         

7. Respect the youth’s personal, spiritual and emotional boundaries.   

8. Encourage youth to participate in the agreed activities and keep him/her safe. 

9. Not bring my outside life (position, degree, financial, family, past hurtful experiences) into 

discussions with the youth unless they ask.   

10. Dress and act modestly and appropriately to set a high standard for the youth and others 

around me. (I.e. Covered mid drifts, one-piece swim suits, etc.) 

11. Respect the guardians of the youth I serve. I will remember that I am only responsible for the 

youth I serve through the T.R.A.C.life program, NOT the rest of the family. Stay out of their family 

squabbles, family gossip and try to encourage the youth to rise above it all. Do NOT get involved 

UNLESS there is evidence of abuse. Involvement could cause termination of your relationship 

with the youth. Developing personal friendships with the youth’s guardians is NOT 

permitted. This undermines the basis of my relationship as being solely for the benefit of 

the youth.     

12. Return the VISIT REPORT to the area T.R.A.C.life director within 24 hours of the visit. 

13. Attend T.R.A.C.life Mentor Support Meetings on a monthly/quarterly basis. Your attendance is 

very important to the local social service agency.   

14. Make every effort to attend all quarterly mentor/youth activities.   

15. NOT be a source of money or presents for youth. Please do not loan any funds. Depending 

on your local fundraising, paying the expense of the visit is all that may be required. Note: You 

can give a small birthday or Christmas gift.    

16. Promise to be mentally and emotionally prepared to accept failure and disappointment 

when/if my mentee doesn’t respond, relapses or is not showing progress. I will not take their 

condition personally and let it bring me down. I will not have expectations within reason. 

17. Meet or talk to my prayer/accountability partner before and after every visit. 

Mentor’s Signature: Date:____________  

Please sign and date for your Mentor File with T.R.A.C.life director. 
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T.R.A.C.life MENTEE RULES & OBJECTIVES 
 
 

Each Mentee will… 
 

1. Agree to WANT an ongoing relationship with a T.R.A.C.life mentor for at least a 

year.            

2. Sign a T.R.A.C.life Mentor/Youth Contract on the first visit.    

  

3. Have the Five Finger Contract explained to them within the first month.  

  

4. Have opportunities to see positive role models regarding dress, hygiene, 

relationship and character attributes.        

5. Improve self image with positive reinforcement from the activities and discussions 

they enjoy with their mentor.  

6. Be encouraged to succeed in their everyday life.       

7. Experience at least one of the following goals at every T.R.A.C.life visit: (See pg. 70) 

o Emotional/Character Growth     

o Academic/Educational Growth    

o Social Growth  

o Athletic/Physical Growth 

o Spiritual Growth 
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STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 
 

Please be aware of the following issues of liability: 

 

SECURITY:  Keeping the youth SAFE is your TOP CONCERN, but your safety is important 

as well. To help ensure this T.R.A.C.life asks mentors for a complete security screening and 

a copy of your car insurance. If needed, have your T.R.A.C.life ID available to identify you 

as a safe person. Be careful not to put yourself in any compromising situations with the 

mentee you serve. Remember, transportation should be the only time you are alone with 

your mentee. Your ID, credit cards, bank statements and all other important or identifying/ 

personal information should not be easily accessible during a visit. Media interviews are 

not to be given by mentors unless previously approved. 

 

ACCOUNTABITLITY:  SUPPORT is important for mentors to receive. Many youth are 

dealing with complicated issues that aren’t always visible at camp or when a mentoring 

relationship first begins. This is why MENTOR SUPPORT MEETINGS are so important. 

These meetings will be respectful of everyone’s time and will include food, time to 

discuss issues, and prayer. MEETINGS ARE MANDATORY unless your absence is pre-

arranged with the T.R.A.C.life director. (The local director sets meeting dates—either every 

other month or quarterly, depending on the need.) 

 

ACCIDENT/EMERGENCY PROCEDURES:  

In the event of an accident or emergency, mentors NEED to do the following: 

• Assess the situation. 

• If injuries are life threatening, call 911. 

• If not severe, call guardian first. 

• If guardian is not available, take your mentee to closest emergency room. 

• Let T.R.A.C.life director know. 
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SPECIAL NEEDS OF THE YOUTH  

T.R.A.C.life SERVES 
 

Because the majority of teens T.R.A.C.life serves are abused, abandoned or 

neglected, understanding how these issues can affect the mentoring experience is 

important. Remember, you are not just spending three days at camp with these teens. 

You are committing two visits per month for at least a year. 

Let’s meet Sasha and Paco. Understanding their stories will help make T.R.A.C.life 

visits successful.  

 

 

Hi, my name is Sasha. Being abused when I was little still 

affects me today. I was sexually abused when I was little by one 

of my mom’s boyfriends so it’s hard for me to trust people, 

especially men. I’m really shy, but I know you from T.R.A.C. so I 

may not be as quiet around you. When my mom’s boyfriend 

started beating her, we left his apartment and started living in 

a park. We lived in a tent for a few years which is why my 

case worker says I don’t have very good manners, education or 

personal hygiene. She said I will learn, but it will just take someone being kind 

and patient with me. I get embarrassed easily. When the police finally found my mom 

and me, they put her in jail. I was really scared. 

Now, I live with Lucy and Bob. They are really nice to me, but I’m still scared 

a lot. I have bad dreams, and sometimes I wet my bed. Lucy doesn’t get mad at me 

or hit me; she just gets me a sleeping bag and puts my sheets in the washer. She 

kisses me goodnight and tells me to pretend I’m back at T.R.A.C. sleeping in the big 

tents. She never embarrasses me. Thank you for agreeing to be my mentor. I feel 

different from everyone at school; I’m a lot smaller than most of my classmates, and 

I think everyone else has normal families. It means a lot to me that you are spending 

time with me. It will make my dreams good. I hope.    
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Hey, I’m Paco. Both my parents are in jail, so I 

live with my aunt and all her kids. I get sick of all 

the noise. Sometimes I just want to scream, but no 

one would care if I did. Why are my parents in jail? 

What did they do? Was I a bad kid? I don’t 

understand all my feelings. Sometimes I get so 

angry, I want to punch something…but I don’t. I 

hardly ever feel quiet inside. I feel tons of nervous pressure inside of me, 

and it just keeps building and building. How much more can I take? 

I’m an okay student. Last week I found out I made honor roll. School is the 

only place I feel quiet inside. I go to the library and work on the computers. It’s quiet 

in there. I’m looking forward to our visits. Can we go to quiet places away from the 

city and people and noise? Can we go to a quiet stream somewhere and fish forever 

like at T.R.A.C.? I caught the biggest fish in the pond. Grandpa Bob said it was a 

whopper. 
 
 
 
 

What did you HEAR Sasha and Paco say? 
 
TIME: The duration of mentoring is very important. Carefully consider whether you 

can make the commitment to mentor. Are you sure you can make the long-term 

commitment of twice a month for at least a year? Time/Commitment says you CARE. 

 

BE ON TIME to pick up and drop off your mentee. Mentees look forward to every visit. 

They’ve been left waiting for hours by others who’ve made promises to them. Do not be 

late. Do not cancel. 

 

LISTEN to your mentee. He/she just may need to vent. Listen to what your mentee wants 

to do on visits together. Don’t let your agenda take over. Listen to what your mentee may 

not be saying…I’m scared/angry/sad. I blame myself or feel bad about myself.  
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SENSITIVITY AWARENESS 

TO THE YOUTH – Whether your mentee chooses to share his/her history with you, do not be 

over-assuming when the mentoring relationship begins. Treat your mentee like a survivor, not a 

victim, but remember that there may be certain actions/words that can trigger past negative 

experiences in them. Avoid reacting negatively either in words or body language. Stay calm 

and reassuring. Ask your mentee if he/she would like to go home or continue the visit. Make sure 

every visit is a time to BUILD TRUST. 

 

TO THE CASE WORKER/SOCIAL SERVICES – T.R.A.C.life believes that case workers are the unsung, 

overworked heroes in the foster community. Please be respectful. Lift up authority in the eyes of 

the youth you serve.  

 

TO THE GUARDIAN/FOSTER OR BIO FAMILY – The mentor walks a careful line between being 

friendly and caring for the family of the youth and not getting “sucked” into any family issues. 

Family dynamics change in most homes, but can be especially chaotic in foster homes. REMEMBER: 

As a T.R.A.C.life mentor, you signed up to serve the YOUTH…NOT THEIR FAMILY. Getting involved 

in family matters, even at the request of the mentee, may mean the guardians refuse future visits. 

EXCEPTION: Get involved (along with the T.R.A.C.life director) if you suspect abuse. 

 

YOUTH IN TRANSITION – Change is inevitable in a foster youth’s life. A mentee may move to a 

different foster home or return to biological parent(s)/grandparent(s). If this happens, notify the 

T.R.A.C.life director, so the new guardian agrees to continued visits. The director needs to contact 

the case worker and inform the mentor regarding any changes. 

 

NOTE: CONTACT the T.R.A.C.life director regarding any changes with your mentee. 

 

MENTEE AND MENTOR RETURNING TO T.R.A.C. – Discuss camp with your mentee before camp. 

Your familiarity will be evident to the other campers, and they need to feel equally valued. 
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INITIAL MEETING/FIRST VISIT 
  

Attend the initial meeting between you (the mentor), the director, the caregiver and 

mentee. (NOTE: Make sure to get authorization from the case worker before the 

initial meeting. When the application is complete, email it to the case worker to get 

the signature from the legal guardian.)  While the caregiver and director fill out the 

application and sign the other paperwork, the mentor and mentee will fill out the interest 

survey and sign the contract.  Get the mentee’s medical information and emergency 

contact information. The meeting is more of a short introduction than a first visit, but 

it's the first time the mentee and mentor meet outside of camp.   
 

The director will collect the application, contract and interest survey.  (Getting 

everything at once saves a lot of headache.) Make sure you (the mentor) and caregiver 

exchange numbers, and make sure the caregiver knows you (the mentor) will be the 

point of contact from this point forward. Encourage the caregiver to call the director 

with any questions or concerns. The whole visit should last no more than an hour. 
 

NOTE to MENTORS: Always confirm the time you’ll return the mentee home. Call if 

running late but try to be timely. Do not drop mentee back home alone without an 

approved adult present. (Approved and/or unapproved people must be decided 

before visit.)   

 

LAST VISIT 
 

T.R.AC.life is a program that strongly promotes a bi-weekly (twice a month) 

commitment to the youth we serve for at least a year. Our hope is that the mentor 

would continue this commitment indefinitely. However, if at some point the 

mentor/mentee relationship must stop, then proper steps must be taken so that the youth 

will not be harmed. A T.R.A.C.life mentor must walk through this process, even if it’s 

uncomfortable. A last visit meeting may be necessary to bring closure. The relationship 

cannot be abruptly terminated without word or explanation. 

 

If the relationship is terminated by social services, the T.R.A.C.life director will attempt to 

get answers, so that once again, a final visit and explanation can be given to both the 

mentor and mentee if approved and appropriate to do so. A T.R.A.C.life Discontinuance 

Letter needs to be sent to both the case worker and legal guardian if/when the T.R.A.C.life 

mentor/mentee relationship ends for any reason. 

 

NOTE: The mentor is highly encouraged to write a final note to the mentee, 

describing all the positive change he/she has seen over the year. The T.R.A.C.life 

Director will mail this if a final visit isn’t possible. 
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VISIT GOALS & GUIDELINES 
  

As the mentoring relationship begins, a certain amount of “settling in” takes place as 

both mentor and mentee get comfortable with a relationship outside of camp. When the 

mentor calls to schedule a visit, decide what to do based on the Approved Activities List 

and the guidelines provided in this section. Each visit should have a purpose, focusing on 

one of the specific T.R.A.C.life GOALS. This is not saying that a movie isn’t an approved 

activity, but the goal is to engage the youth in new and challenging experiences. 

 

ACTIVITIES WITH A PURPOSE. Each T.R.A.C.life visit should achieve at least one of the 

following goals: 

 

1. Emotional/Character Growth: Choosing an activity that helps the youth grow from the 

inside out is the goal of emotional and character growth—activities that build trust, self-

esteem, and honesty. Activities may include: interactive seminars, ropes courses (high 

or low), survival training, rafting, and speakers.  

 

2. Educational/Academic Growth: Ask the youth what areas he/she wants to learn. 

Activities may include: homework help, attending a cultural fair, taking a cooking class, 

learning to balance a check book, or touring a local business. 

 

3. Social Growth: Challenge and encourage youth to “pay it forward,” to GIVE BACK to 

society in a volunteer capacity. This may include: Volunteering at a local soup kitchen 

for the homeless, picking up trash, weeding at a retirement center or talking to the youth 

about what it means to think past what they’ve experienced themselves. 

 

4. Athletic/Physical Growth: Exercise is an important habit to encourage in all our lives. 

How can this goal be encouraged in the mentee? Activities may include: Sailing, 

canoeing, kayaking, laser tag, wall climbing (controlled setting), hiking, or taking an 

exercise class together.  

 

5. Spiritual Growth: Inner growth and exploration makes us whole. Without crossing 

church/state boundaries and respecting the youth’s own religious values, how can the 

mentee explore this personal area? Activities may include: Listening to an inspirational 

speaker or going on a meditative walk/hike. Ask the mentee what he/she is comfortable 

with doing. 
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DEFINITION OF T.R.A.C.life APPROVED ACTIVITIES: 

T.R.A.C.life Approved Activities must meet the above criteria. The activities need to be 

safe physically, emotionally and spiritually for both mentee and mentor. Some activities, 

while generally safe, are considered “risky.” Examples include water skiing, rock climbing, 

white water rafting, and caving. Additionally, any commercial activity that requires a 

guardian signature for a youth to participate falls into this category. Also included would 

be any travel by air or train. Such activities are not necessarily disapproved, but they do 

require approval in writing from social services and the foster family. 

 

If a mentor and mentee want to participate in any activity that is either risky or in any way 

questionable as to appropriateness, they must contact the T.R.A.C.life director. If special 

approval is required, they must get approval in writing. 

 

Remember, if you, as a T.R.A.C.life representative, FAIL TO FOLLOW T.R.A.C.life Safety 

Guidelines and Standards, your poor judgment could affect the local and national 

program as a whole as well as the many teens it serves. PLEASE THINK BEFORE 

ACTING. 

 

 

NOTES: 
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ACCOUNTABILITY, SUPPORT & REPORTS 
 

 

Accountability, Support and Visit Reports for mentors are considered a PRIMARY and 

NECCESSARY risk management tool by the Nonprofit Risk Management Center. 

www.nonprofitrisk.org 

 

Part of the commitment each T.R.A.C.life mentor makes is to meet regularly with the local 

T.R.A.C.life director and the other mentors. (monthly, every other month, or quarterly) 

These mandated meetings provide necessary accountability and support for all the 

mentors in the program. If the group meeting can’t be made in person, then a phone 

meeting must be scheduled, though this is not preferred. 

 

Another form of accountability and support comes through effectively and efficiently 

filling out the VISIT REPORT FORM after every T.R.A.C.life visit as well as other needed 

forms. (For example, approval forms and surveys for the mentor and mentee.) These 

forms create a history of documentation for the mentor and mentee. 

 

Personal prayer partners are an excellent form of individual accountability. Please stress 

the importance of this for each mentor and the T.R.A.C.life director. This person should 

pray throughout every visit and serve as an accountability partner. 

 

Lastly, further mentor team training should happen beyond the original T.R.A.C.life 

Orientation & Training. Two to four hours a year is suggested. Topics can include 

further at-risk adolescent training, social service training, healthy boundaries, learning 

more about foster teens, sensitivity training, and much more. 

 

 

  

http://www.nonprofitrisk.org/
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MENTORING RESOURCES 
 
 

 

Brown, Waln K., Ph. D. and John R. Seita, Ed.D. Growing Up in the Care of Strangers: The 

Experiences, Insights and Recommendations of Eleven Former Foster Kids. William Gladden 

Foundation Press. 2009. 

 

 

Cline, Foster W., M.D. and Cathy Helding. Can This Child Be Saved? Solutions for Adoptive 

and Foster Families. World Enterprises.1999. Print. 

 

 

Jucovy, Linda. Amachi: Mentoring Children of Prisoners in Philadelphia. Philadelphia: 

Public/Private Ventures. The Center for Research on Religion and Urban Civil Society. 2003. 

 

 

Mentor: The National Mentoring Partnership. www.mentoring.org  

 

 

National Crime Prevention Council. www.ncpc.org 

 

 

Nonprofit Risk Management Center. www.nonprofitrisk.org  

 

 

Oregon Mentor Association. www.oregonmentors.org  

 

*NOTE: Other states involved in T.R.A.C.life may have a similar state-run mentoring 

associations. It is a great alliance to make. Look it up on the web to see if your state 

has something similar. 

 

 

People of Faith Mentoring Children of Promise:  A Model Partnership Based on Service and 

Community. National Crime Prevention Council. 2004. 

 

Schwandt, Jamie. Succeeding as a Foster Child: A Roadmap to Overcoming Obstacles and 

Achieving Success. CreateSpace. 2014. Print. 
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